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’Exterminate Christians, Close Pyramids, Sphinx’
“A rising leader in the radical Islamic movement in Egypt that has become a major political player since the demise of Hosni Mubarak’s 
regime says Christian churches may need to be blown up and Christians exterminated to allow the advance of Islamic law, or Shariah.” 
– Obama, who actually endorsed the Muslim brotherhood that took over Egypt, claims to be a Christian, and now his friends declare 
Christians should be exterminated? Need I say more? Ok, perhaps I should... Obama is a Muslim. Aug 30 11, 12:08:38

Sex Offenders Paid to Baby-Sit
“Cornelius Osborne may not seem like baby-sitting material. He was convicted of raping two women. A succession of felonies, from 
robbery to failing to register as a sex offender, repeatedly sent him to prison, state records show. But over more than two years, the 
state paid Osborne nearly $5,000 to baby-sit two children, before his latest conviction for dealing drugs put him back behind bars.” – The 
corruption appears absolute on the federal and local level now. What’s worse is, the people working in government have proven the last 
decade or so that they simply don’t care anymore. Aug 30 11, 12:08:36

Pedophilia Conference Horrifi es Attendees
“Pro-family advocates who attended a controversial pro-pedophilia conference in Baltimore last week say they were profoundly shaken 
by what they saw and heard. As a former law enforcement offi cer I’ve dealt with situations involving suicide, homicide and other 
violence. That said, I’ve never felt the level of spiritual oppression and evil that I felt in that room.” – I don’t get this. Pedophilia is illegal in 
all countries; yet no one is arrested at a pedophilia conference? The boldness of the wicked is very apparent in these last days. Some-
thing as vile and disgusting as child rape is not only ignored, many clamor to its gatherings. The well documented Vatican pedophiles 
would be proud. This may be a shot in the arm that bolsters Rome’s homosexual agenda. Aug 29 11, 01:08:04 

D.C. Quake Legit? Or Underground Nuke?
“Seismology charts are now revealing that the 5.8 magnitude tremor that rattled the entire East Coast including Washington DC was 
not a natural earthquake but an earthquake that resulted from an underground nuclear detonation. The image above is a seismograph 
from Washington and Lee University, (similar one found on www2.tricities.com website) about 85 miles southwest of the earthquake’s 
epicenter in Mineral.” – Read this article for what it’s worth. It’s hard to tell what’s fact and what’s fi ction half the time now. Still, judging 
by how our government has lied to us so often in the past, especially with how just yesterday a governing offi cial admitted on television 
that the quake’s size was purposely downgraded proves they are again trying to hide something. Aug 29 11, 01:08:04

White House Pays Google to Push Obamacare
“In the “Why are we not surprised?” department, Surfi n’ Safari has learned that the government watchdog group Judicial Watch can 
prove the Obama administration used our taxpayer dollars to orchestrate a campaign to manipulate search engines to promote Obama-
care.” – And while they do that, they also pay Google to censor sites that speak of end time fulfi llments that Obama and his supervisor 
in Rome are fulfi lling almost daily now. But then, we knew our work would be a bit unpopular so, it’s to be expected. It also confi rms the 
truth we post is a threat to the enemy of souls. After all, the dog never snaps unless you annoy it. Aug 28 11, 03:08:39

Hand of God in Quake, Retribution for DC Politics
“As the swaying tremors of an earthquake rattled up the East Coast yesterday so too did split-second explanations for the jolts that 
shook the nation’s capital. Was it a terrorist attack? A sign of the apocalypse? A wake-up call from God?” – Some may say comments 
like this is a good thing. But keep in mind who is “preaching” in these articles. These are secular authors, preachers of fi lthy lucre, and 
other boldly disobedient souls that simply don’t walk with God as the Word says they should. Seeing how they are already blind to 
His will due to their denial of His truth, they will naturally come up with umbilical ways to “fi x” the problem as prophecy predicts. Since 
they don’t understand biblical jurisprudence in the fi rst place, Rome’s suggestion of Sunday Laws will be seen as a good idea to them. 
Prophecy says they will look to God to stop the calamities, so articles with “religious” 
statements in them will become more and more frequent as we get closer to Anti-
christ actually enforcing the mark of the Roman beast. Aug 25 11, 01:08:00 

Weird Day for Quakes in U.S., but That’s, um, Normal
“Lost in the hullabaloo about the 5.8 quake in Virginia on Tuesday was the fact that 
there were about 90 other earthquakes across the United States that same day, 
including a 5.3 quake in Colorado. Of course, only a few of those were detectable 
by people, and only 12 were above a 3.0 magnitude. In other words, it was a typical 
seismologic day.” – They are actually lying here in this article just as prophecy said 
they would. The truth is, it is NOT typical for there to be 90 earthquakes across the 
United States on any given day at all. But in the end times, yes, it’s very typical. But 
that prophetic fact they purposely have to leave out because of another prophetic 
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fulfi llment that says they must put off an air of “peace and safety” as the warning signs get more and more apparent. (See 1 Thes-
salonians 5:3) 25/08/2011 12:36:00

East Coast Quake One of the Biggest Since 1897
“It was the largest in Virginia since a 5.9 temblor in 1897. The largest East Coast quake on record was a 7.3 in South Carolina in 1886. 
A 5.8 earthquake releases as much energy as nearly 8 tons of TNT, about half the size of the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima in 
1945.” – One can only hope that some of the politicians realize the Creator is letting them know He is near. VERY near! And for those that 
don’t think a 5.8 quake is bad. See this video of what it did to one building. Oh, and by the way, after this quake, the Eastern Seaboard 
will be visited by a hurricane. So far that hurricane is a category 3. 24/08/2011 13:43:36

News Column: Obama a ‘Living and Breathing Nightmare’ 
“Obama is solidifying his status as the worst president in American history. The leader who promised us a bright future of peace and fra-
ternity is leading the American empire and the rest of the world with it, into a dark abyss.” –This is what was prophesied, and this is what 
Rome needs Obama to do so as to bring about a “godly” form of Government that allows for the religious laws we have been warning 
people of for decades. 24/08/2011 13:43:35

Psychiatrists Seek to Destigmatize Adult-Child Sex
“While a highly controversial campaign featuring doctors and psychiatrists seeks to normalize sexual activity between adults and chil-
dren of almost any age, the principal expert investigator for a U.S. Justice Department study on child sex abuse warns that the pedophilia 
advocates are using the same strategy that was successfully employed to make homosexuality a classroom subject for small children 
in the nation’s public schools.” – In other words, the Vatican’s Homosexual agenda is moving ahead as planned. Now that society fully 
accepts homosexuality, they can better focus on normalizing sex with kids. Prophecy said this church would have a problem with homo-
sexuality, (See Daniel 11:37) and now that they have all the money and all the power, they are fast tracking their perversions right into 
society. By the way... if you’re Catholic, please don’t email me hate mail on this before at least thinking about who stands to benefi t most 
by this homosexual agenda? Not only is the Vatican the largest known organized group of child molesters on earth, they are also the 
largest known crop of convicted child terrorists on earth. With homosexuality becoming the norm, their lifestyle becomes less taboo in 
the eyes of Catholics, and their lawsuits lower in dollar amounts in the courts. Now do you see why there’s such a push in homosexuality 
as well as pedophilia in American politics? 23/08/2011 13:03:41

A ‘Dangerous Christian Movement Infl uencing Bachmann & Perry?
“According to an article published by the Daily Beast Sunday, GOP presidential candidates Michele Bachmann and Rick Perry have 
“deep ties” to a “fringe fundamentalist movement” known as Dominionism Dominionism is defi ned as the tendency of politically active 
conservative Christians to try to control government.” – Or as prophecy calls it, Roman Catholic prelates. Need I remind you of what the 
Vatican stated not too long ago... “The old Protestant culture is about at the end of its rope... Why can’t we make the U.S. Catholic in 
legislation, Catholic in justice, aims and ideals?” – Father F. X. Talbot, editor of America, offi cial jesuit magazine for the U.S. statement 
in New York Globe Dec. 14, 1930”  Visit http://www.remnantofgod.org/beastword.htm#government for even more strange statements of 
the priests and their desire to control all governments. This is a must if they expect to enforce their Sunday Laws. 22/08/2011 12:31:55

Pope Tells Youth “Do Not Follow Jesus Alone”
Acts 4:12 clearly states, “Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is none other name under heaven given among men, whereby 
we must be saved.” But the Pope states the people must trust the church as well as Jesus! Yes, it’s frustrating when trying to reach 
Catholics. But you must keep in mind; it’s not your fault or a lack of faith on your part. They are literally taught not to trust the Bible. I 
know. I was Catholic 29 years. The only way to reach a Catholic is to start with illustrating that the Word of God is authentic and the only 
way to build faith. Romans 10:17 says, “So then faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God.” When they fi nally have faith 
in His Word, it is then they will meet Jesus. After all, is He not the Word made into fl esh? (See John 1:14) But Antichrist needs for them 
to trust “the church” as well because the church is made up of sinners. And we all know how people like to follow the lead of others “they 
think” are doing the right thing. 22/08/2011 12:31:55

Vatican News Site Pushing Christian/Muslim Relations. AGAIN
“The end of the month of Ramadan offers the Pontifi cal Council for Interreligious Dialogue a welcome occasion for sending you our most 
cordial wishes, hoping that the efforts you have so generously made during this month will bring all the desired spiritual fruits. ...We are 
spiritually very close to you, dear Friends, asking God to give you renewed spiritual energy and we send you our very best wishes for 
peace and happiness.” – Yes, I agree Roman Catholics and Muslims are “very close” to each other in their faith. Both have been docu-
mented as Christian killers, and both have had their religion created by the Roman prelates. Therefore, it is a must they work together 
as prophecy says they will. 22/08/2011 12:31:54

Muslim Terrorists Put Chokehold on Food to Christians
“Members of Somalia’s jihadi group al-Shabaab are on a campaign to starve the country’s Christians by preventing food from being 
delivered to them, according to ministry groups working in the chaotic region.” – And still there are some that believe Christian prophecy 
is a joke? Soon your laughing will end. Hopefully it will be long before the one you claim is dead, who has actually risen and will come 
again! Maranatha! 19/08/2011 14:16:40

Yale University Asking Christians to Bow to Islam
“A Common Word Between Us and You identifi es some core common ground between Christianity and Islam which lies at the heart of 
our respective faiths as well as at the heart of the most ancient Abrahamic faith, Judaism.” – Rome had hundreds of years to perfect her 
craft in luring non-Catholics into her blasphemous camp, and now that they have been successful in doing so, they are now using their 
methods to lure non-Christians in as well. This “common ground” theology simply doesn’t work as many Scriptures prove. (Just to name 
a few, see... Proverbs 13:20, 1 Corinthians 15:33, 2 Thessalonians 3:14, James 4:4, Amos 3:3, 2 Corinthians 6:14,17) But then, Satan 
knows that fi rst hand. And since it is his theology that has been preached in absolutely all the Bible colleges, it’s an easy task to convince 
the leaders ignore God’s Word. 18/08/2011 11:07:25
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Report: Crop Losses in Texas Top $5 Billion
“With Texas scorched by a blistering hot summer and parched by a 10-month drought, state agriculture offi cials are counting a record 
$5.2 billion in commodity losses, according to Texas A&M agriculture economists.” – As prophesied, the weather is to cause many dif-
fi cult situations in the coming days. Will this drought cause the food prices to spike in this already strained economy? Indeed it will. But 
then, this is something we expect. 18/08/2011 11:07:25

Conference Aims to Normalize Pedophilia 
“If a small group of psychiatrists and other mental health professionals have their way at a conference this week, pedophiles themselves 
could play a role in removing pedophilia from the American Psychiatric Association’s bible of mental illnesses, the Diagnostic and Sta-
tistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), set to undergo a signifi cant revision by 2013. Critics warn that their success could lead to 
the decriminalization of pedophilia.” – This is exactly what Rome needs to be able to lower the lawsuit dollar amounts against them for 
molesting so many children. You may think that’s a biased statement, but let me ask you this. Where on earth do we fi nd the largest 
known organized group of child molesters that has access to more money than the United States of America has on a regular basis? 
That’s right, the Vatican of Rome. And who on earth has the most to benefi t if pedophilia is legalized? Right again, that’s Rome. Now do 
you see why a Roman Catholic church held a concert in Canada were allowing NAMBLA to speak to the crowds years ago regarding 
the benefi ts of the homosexual lifestyle they tagged “man-boy love?” 17/08/2011 14:20:23

Wall Street Targeted for Britain-Style Riots
FYI: “In the wake of Britain’s riots, a group of American radicals are planning a “Day of Rage” targeting Wall Street and U.S. capitalism. 
...There are indications the protesters are training to incite violence, resist arrest and disrupt the legal system. The protest aims to take 
root nationwide.” – Leave it to the government controlled media to advertise this “day of rage” for those planning it. Now they can have 
many more joining in the riots so as to bring about new laws and even martial law if need be. That being said, do you live in a big city? 
If so, please keep your eyes open to see if in fact this is being planned in your area. It’s all speculation now, but when the government 
starts to advertise it, who knows what will happen. Hopefully you can fi nd refuge outside the city for a week or so if in fact this happens. 
If you’re in the city and they do riot and you have to fl ee from your home or business, you will most likely end up on police cameras. If 
this happens I truly hope you heeded the warnings to get off Facebook. The facial recognition technology that has already caused over 
1600 arrests in London, of which I’m sure many were innocent bystanders, will most assuredly cause problems for you. Pray they don’t 
do this on Wall Street of course. But at the same time, be prepared if our Lord is allowing this to happen. 17/08/2011 14:20:23

Ground Beef Recalled Due to E. Coli 16/08/2011 13:47:22
FYI: “More than 60,000 pounds of ground beef sold at three major grocery store chains in the Southeast have been recalled because 
of potential E. coli contamination.” -First of all, I understand most of the remnant have already stopped eating meat. And those that still 
eat meat, don’t eat ground beef because you can’t get the blood out of it. This post is for those that still need to realize it was prophesied 
that previously declared clean foods, will in the last days become inedible due to disease and other reasons. (Like GMO) That being the 
case. Why not change your diet now so that when it comes time for the Father to use you in a mighty way, He won’t have to fi rst concen-
trate on changing your diet? Did He not do this in the desert before they were allowed into the promised land? After all, there won’t be 
any meat eating in Heaven. So, why not get ready for the Kingdom now? Truth is, are we not headed for the Promised Land as well?

Texas Gov. Rick Perry Lifted Up as a god!
“Running against Perry is like running against God. Everything breaks his way! Either he’s the luckiest guy in the world or the Lord is 
taking care of him,” – Is it to be this man that will bring about the wrath of Rome upon God’s people? Or are they merely setting the stage 
for a man worse than he? Rome knows the remnant people know exactly what’s happening here. We know they fl aunt this man and their 
prophesied melding of Church & State before our eyes to try and generate fear in the hearts of God’s people. But have we not prepared 
for this day? Brothers and sisters, as you see the wicked of this world claiming our God protects and blesses their evil designs, can you 
still sit idly by? Or are you prepared to do as God prophesied we would do? After all, the wicked have already declared they will do as 
prophecy said they would. 15/08/2011 14:15:55

Guillotine Display Stuns Rothschild’s ‘Tent City’
“A guillotine, the symbol of the French Revolution, has been placed Wednesday in the center of Tel Aviv’s “tent city,” turning into one 
of the biggest attractions in this ongoing social protest.” – Many may not think much of this. But symbols like this where thousands are 
protesting are very effective to calm dissent. Do a little research and you will fi nd the Vatican often used such symbols to move the 
masses into a desired direction all along. They even went so far as to paint horrifi c images on robes that were placed on people they 
hoped to sway into heresy. Oftentimes it worked, just as I’m sure this guillotine worked on many this day as well. And if you don’t think 
such tactics are to be used in America where we claim to be civilized. Click here for the facts regarding over 30,000 guillotines on U.S. 
soil right now. 15/08/2011 14:15:54

FBI Wants Businesses Watching for Customers Paying With Cash
“Just days after the White House announced a community-based approach to combating terrorism in the United States, the FBI and 
other agencies are asking managers of surplus stores to spy on their customers, watching whether they pay in cash, make “extreme” 
religious statements or purchase products such as waterproof matches.” – Not many surplus stores will comply, but some will. Soon, 
cash will become obsolete when they play this political game up as much as they can. Rome cannot enforce the mark of the beast when 
it comes to removing the peoples ability to buy and sell if cash is still available. So keep your eyes on this... Right before they completely 
remove cash from society, watch how the media starts to “report” on how some are using cash to purchase weapons or other danger-
ous items. So they will make it appear to be in the peoples interest that cash be removed. Some will doubt this can occur because we 
need cash to survive. But I say to you, open your eyes! We haven’t needed cash now for almost a decade! The method by which to 
successfully remove cash is already set in place. The credit cards, direct deposit, and autopay options the banks use are ready and 
waiting for the other shoe to drop. Removing cash is inevitable if their plans will work. Still, as Christians we are not to worry. We have 
been promised that our “bread and waters shall be sure” (See Isaiah 33:16)  14/08/2011 13:42:44
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Scholars Seek to Correct ‘Mistakes’ in Bible
“Bible Project scholars have spent years combing through manuscripts such as the Dead Sea Scrolls, Greek translations on papyrus 
from Egypt, a printed Bible from 1525 Venice, parchment books in handwritten Hebrew, the Samaritan Torah, and scrolls in Aramaic and 
Latin.” – Keep in mind as they do this, most are Jews without the Holy Spirit so as to understand who Christ is; the rest that claim Christ 
Lord were taught by Vatican prelates to gain the title “Scholar” which in term causes their understanding to be darkened. In short, this 
will merely be another “bogus bible” produced by non-believers that will lead souls away from Truth. What amazes me is, if they truly 
understood the prophetic Word they would know the Two Witnesses have already been declared perfect, or “without mistake” by the very 
fact they were protected by the Author of creation as they laid in the street for those three and a half days. 08/12/2011 12:47:57

Michele Bachmann Presses Faith in GOP Race
“Almost every Sunday this summer, Republican presidential candidate Michele Bachmann has appeared before an Iowa church con-
gregation, a setting aimed at cultivating support from evangelical voters.” – Besides the fact she pushes her “spiritual” agenda on the 
Roman Sabbath of Sunday each week. Can you see the hypocrisy in all this? The 501C3 government status of all the blind churches of 
Rome “legally” prevent them from speaking political statements from their pulpits. Yet every politician does exactly that? This is the fruit 
of Roman politics. What’s legal for the leaders is illegal for the people. What amazes me is how the leaders in the church are so blind 
to all this. But then, that too is a fruit of their Roman worship, while at the same time evidence many of the leaders are in fact infi ltrated 
Jesuits. Bottom line is, the politics in America have taken a decided turn towards mixing the Church with the State just as prophecy 
predicted they would. 08/12/2011 12:47:57

Obama Admin Decision Makes Obamacare Fund Abortions
“A researcher from the Heritage Foundation says a new Obama administration decision regarding the massive Obamacare law makes 
it so Americans were sold a bill of goods when they were told it would not fund abortions.” – Absolutely every person that claims to be 
Christian in this nation will hopefully refuse to embrace Obamacare on this fact alone. But.. will they do it? As we look around at how 
sleepy the Christendom is at present, it doesn’t look good at all. This will no doubt be a test millions will fail. 08/12/2011 12:47:56

Republicans Who’ve Vowed no Tax Hikes Named to Debt Panel
“Republican leaders in the House of Representatives and the Senate appointed six conservative lawmakers Wednesday to the so-called 
“super committee” that’s charged with fi nding ways to trim the federal defi cit by more than $1 trillion by year’s end.” – Some have won-
dered if the United States government was going to go along with this “super committee,” or “super Congress” as it was originally called, 
to create a more exact emulation of the Roman Catholic Church’s Inquisitional courts of old. This article proves, yes, they are going ahead 
with this. We now have evidence to support the theory that the “debt crisis” was staged to get the Super Congress into existence all along. 
And yes, I understand completely that in the onset it’s all about “taxes” for this committee. But as I said the other day, once they get this 
kind of power in their grasp, they won’t let go of it. Worse yet, they will either form additional super committees in the coming days, or add 
to the duties of this one so as to get their Roman agenda realized. Or, they will keep this all hush hush as best they can behind closed 
doors as Rome did for years, so that when it fi nally does come out in the open, the common man will be powerless to stop it. In either 
scenario, Christ is still coming to put an end to all of their folderol no matter how much they try to ignore it. 08/11/2011 13:32:03 6

Aphrodisiac Pills Made From Dead Babies
“An investigation by South Korea’s SBS TV claimed that a hospital in China sells dead infants and their placenta to a factory that grinds 
up the corpses, places the material in pill capsules, and sells them to South Korea. The pills are described in South Korean media as 
“man pills,” or aphrodisiacs.” – Death fosters death. They kill their babies because they only want the sex, and not the child. Then they 
grind up the baby to make pills that will make them want even more sex? And still some people don’t see signs like this as evidence the 
end is near? 08/11/2011 13:32:03

“Criminal’ Obama Secret Gets no Media Attention
“If former Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin had a Social Security Number issued to her in Hawaii; a state she never lived in; would that raise sus-
picions among those in the national news media? Well, the situation is similar with President Barack Obama, who holds a Connecticut-
based Social Security Number, despite allegedly being born in Hawaii, starting his work career in the Aloha State, and never having 
lived in Connecticut. Yet the national news media is virtually silent on this potentially criminal fact.” – This is a historically accurate fruit of 
Rome. Their power is so “untouchable” that they are allowed the freedom to actually commit crime in plain sight. We must still pray for 
our leaders regardless. But today it’s not so much for the Lord to guide them to do the right thing for the people, it’s more important we 
pray they are blessed with a heart for repentance. 08/10/2011 12:21:33

Company Mysteriously Disappears After Giving $1 Million to Romney
“A mysterious company funneled $1 million into a Super PAC supporting Mitt Romney and then dissolved just months later, reports NBC 
News’s Michael Isikoff. The contribution represented one of the largest donations of this election cycle and, according to Isikoff, “provides 
a vivid example of how secret campaign cash is being funneled in ever more circuitous ways into the political system.” – There’s only one 
organization on earth that prophecy says will be known to use craftiness with such precision. I’ll give 666 guesses as to who that is. And 
yes, I am completely aware that I suggest the Vatican is behind all the political folderol since at least 1929. But then, that’s the nature of 
the beast according to Scripture. Satan runs the world and he uses the Vatican to do it. 08/09/2011 13:02:42

America’s own Taliban
“Prior to 9/11, the Taliban government in Afghanistan did not register very much on American radar screens, with one notable exception: 
when it blew up two colossal images of the Buddha in Bamiyan province in early 2001. But destruction of treasured artifacts isn’t just 
limited to the Taliban. There’s a right-wing politico-religious presence centred in the US, but with a global reach, engaging in similar prac-
tises, destroying religious and cultural artifacts as a key aspect of its ideology of “strategic level spiritual warfare. Until recently a fringe 
evangelical movement, warned against as deviant, “spiritual warfare” is rapidly positioning itself within America’s mainstream political 
right. It’s well past time for political journalists to start covering what this movement is up to.” – This is exactly what Antichrist in Rome has 
been working towards for centuries. With Rick Perry running on a politico-religious ticket, just as Herod of old did for Caesar, it appears 
we are closer to the end than many fi rst assumed. Just so you know, a Politico-Religious presence in D.C. is a must if they are ever to 
pass Sunday Laws. 08/08/2011 13:13:31
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Recently we have begun to convert many of my manuscripts from the main web 
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Iran Says U.S. ‘Will Be Taught The Mother of all Lessons’
“Specifi cally, Iran is looking into launching a cyber attack against U.S. electrical grid systems.” – Will they do it? Time will tell of course. 
If they are successful it will cause many to have all sorts of fear built up in their hearts. Add this to the already large amounts of fear 
people have regarding the economy, jobs, wars, crime, disease, and simple unrest in their own families and you have a prophetic fulfi ll-
ment even the scoffer (who is also in fear) cannot deny. By the way, if they do knock us offl ine in this way, or just by making the truth we 
preach illegal, this ministry will continue to mail the Truth Provided Newsletters out each month, if the Lord allows. That being the case, 
have you subscribed to the Newsletter? And yes, the Newsletter is 100% free. 08/08/2011 13:13:30

Ryder to Abortionists: ‘Not With Our Trucks!’
“Ryder didn’t know their trucks were being used for this. Penske didn’t know their trucks were being used for this purpose either. When 
the owner, Roger Penske, found out about it, he said he didn’t want any affi liation with that and ultimately had those trucks removed 
from that service,” Marcavage said.” – What’s really upsetting about all this is, they need trucks to service abortion clinics! There are that 
many dead children being “processed” each and every day! Chalk one up for Ryder! 08/07/2011 14:17:03

U.S. News Agencies ‘Looking to Disarm American People’
 “The media are now working on preaching Islam, spreading the historically inaccurate whitewash of Islam. That is how they are using 
their considerable power to disarm the American people against a mortal enemy that seeks our destruction. They ask, why are we fi ght-
ing? That is the role the media have chosen and it’s no accident.” – The Vatican knows Islam has no problem using vicious acts of vio-
lence against Christians that refuse to do as Rome demands. So they must make Islam look “friendly” by re-writing History in the media. 
And yes, they can do this easily upon the American public because much of history taught in our schools has been fi ctional for decades 
anyway so as to hide Rome’s true agenda. After all, prophecy does say Christians refusing Rome’s Sunday Laws will be beheaded. (See 
Revelation 20:4) So who better to do their bidding than Muslims who are known to behead people today? Historically speaking, this is 
how Rome always works. During the Inquisition they used the civil authorities to kill the people, during the Holocaust they used Hitler 
to kill the Jews, and during the end times it looks to be the Muslims who will do Rome’s bidding. But then, this is to be expected since 
Rome invented the religion of Islam to do just that. 08/05/2011 14:08:01

Facebook Facial Recognition Called Illegal
“German data protection authorities say Facebook’s new facial recognition feature is illegal and have demanded the social networking 
site end its use and delete all related information.” – Will they do it? Does it matter? They already have what they need to invade every 
user’s private life already. They have what  they need to track you down if need be. (as long as you stay on Facebook of course) Don’t 
believe me? Visit http://www.remnantofgod.org/facebook.htm 08/04/2011 12:51:00

Android App Secretly Records Calls 08/03/2011 14:06:24
FYI: “An application for Google’s Android phone secretly records phone calls and transmits the recordings to malicious hackers, security 
researchers said Tuesday. The app, which is not offi cially named but is thought to have a name like “System Messages,” is known as 
a “Trojan app,” and researcher Dinesh Venkatesan said it is one of the most invasive apps he had ever seen. The app asks users for 
permission to intercept outgoing calls and record audio before it is installed, and once downloaded all calls the user makes are logged 
into the phone”s memory, which can potentially be accessed by the app’s makers.” – Just so you know. Be careful what you install.

CDC: 1 Death, 76 Illnesses Linked to Ground Turkey
FYI: “Federal offi cials say one person has died from salmonella poisoning that appears to be linked to eating ground turkey, but the 
government so far has declined to say who produced the meat or initiate a recall.” – Yes, I understand most in the remnant number have 
already quit meat eating so as to be ready for translation, but what gets me here is the government hasn’t released who’s selling the 
toxic meat nor issuing a recall! I guess 76 people sick isn’t suffi cient reason to strain the profi ts of the meat manufacturers. More people 
have to actually die before they stop them!? This is just one more reason to quit eating meat. Truth is, prophecy does touch on the fact 
that in our day certain foods will no longer be safe. 08/02/2011 12:37:43

Street View Cars Grabbed Locations of Phones, PCs
FYI: “The cars were supposed to collect the locations of Wi-Fi access points. But Google also recorded the street addresses and unique 
identifi ers of computers and other devices using those wireless networks and then made the data publicly available through Google.com 
until a few weeks ago.” – As much power as Google now has, one can expect a mere slap on the wrist for this one. Still.. if you live in 
a city wherein Google scanned “street views” of your neighborhood, you need to at least change your WIFI network passwords. If you 
keep your passwords logged on your PC or phone somewhere you may want to change them as well. 08/02/2011 12:37:43

For more news and information, Visit us online at:  www.remnantofgod.org



Order and Donation Form

Name

Address

City, State, Zip

Total Donation Amount

Please send me a copy of the item(s) checked below:

 Booklets: Characteristics of Antichrist       People, Get Ready!       False Prophecies       Mark of the Beast      
  Prophetic Symbols        The Attack on the Bible “Bogus Bibles”       The Law of God - Still Valid?

Tracts: The Antichrist       Mark of the Beast       Is Sunday the Christian Sabbath?       Sabbath Justifi ed

Thank you for your generous support!  Please make donation payable to: Presents of God ministry

For Your Health Recipe

Presents of God Ministry Weekly Conference Schedule

Monday @ 7:00pm CT (1:00am GMT)
Bible & SOP study. (Only in poGm Conference)

Wednesday @ 7:00pm CT (1:00am GMT)
Bible & SOP study. (Only in poGm Conference)

Friday @ 8:00pm CT (2:00am GMT)
Bible and SOP study.
(Simulcast LIVE on WTPR radio & Teleconference) 

Sabbath (Saturday) @ 11:00am CT (5:00pm GMT)
Children’s Sabbath School.
(Simulcast LIVE on WTPR radio & Teleconference) 

Sabbath (Saturday) @ 12:00pm CT (6:00pm GMT)
Study and worship.
(Simulcast LIVE on WTPR radio & Teleconference)

Sabbath (Saturday) @ 4:00pm CT (10:00pm GMT)
Family study and worship. (Only in poGm Conference)

Please join us every Sabbath, LIVE

poGm Conference Room:poGm Conference Room:
www.remnantofgod.net/pogm-conf.phpwww.remnantofgod.net/pogm-conf.php

Teleconference:Teleconference:
Dial-in Number:  1-(712) 432-1620 Dial-in Number:  1-(712) 432-1620 

Access Code:  289649#Access Code:  289649#
After you dial the number you will be asked to enter After you dial the number you will be asked to enter 

the access code. Enter it and you will be immediately the access code. Enter it and you will be immediately 
logged on. There is no charge for this servicelogged on. There is no charge for this service

WTRP Radio (Internet):WTRP Radio (Internet):
www.remnantofgod.org/wtpr.htmwww.remnantofgod.org/wtpr.htm
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Strawberry Macaroons

1 cup fresh or frozen strawberries
1/3 cup pitted Medjool dates
1/3 cup agave syrup
1 vanilla bean
2 cups shredded coconut

Combine the strawberries, dates, agave, syrup, and 
vanilla in the food processor and mix well. Add the 
coconut and pulse to mix.

Use a 2-tablespoon scooper or your hands to roll the 
dough into balls. Place on dehydrator trays, no parchment 
or Tefl ex needed, and dehydrate at 104°F for 3 to 6 hours, 
as desired.

Note: These macaroons will remain spongy even when 
completely dry.

Will keep for a week or more in the refrigerator.


